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RE: DETERMINATION IN TERMS OF SECTION 30M OF THE PENSION FUNDS ACT 
24, 1956 (“the ACT”): T BESTER (“the complainant”) v GAZANKULU 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LTD GROUP PENSION FUND (“the first 
respondent”)/NORTHERN TRAINING TRUST (“the second respondent”) AND 
SANLAM (“the third respondent”)       
 
1.  Introduction 
 

1.1 This matter concerns the failure of Gazankhulu Development Corporation 
Ltd group pension fund, the first respondent, to pay the complainant 
withdrawal benefit upon his exit from it. The complaint was received by this 
office on 26 April 2005 and a letter acknowledging receipt thereof sent to 
the complainant on 28 June 2005.  On 14 June 2005 a letter was 
dispatched to the respondents giving them until 5 July 2005 to file a 
response to the complaint. The response dated 29 June 2005 was received 
on the same date.  

 
1.2 After considering the written submissions it is considered unnecessary to 

hold a hearing in this matter. 
 
 2.  Factual background 
 

2.2  The complainant was employed by the second respondent and by virtue of 
his employment he was a member of the first respondent. The first 
respondent is administered by the third respondent. The second respondent 
is a subsidiary of the Limpopo Economic Development Enterprise 
(“LimpDev”). The complainant alleges that his last contributions to the first 
respondent was paid in October 2003. Therefore, it appears that he ceased 
to be a member of the first respondent at about the same time.    
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3.  The complaint 
 

 3.1 The complainant’s complaint is that since his membership of the first 
 respondent ceased, it failed to pay a benefit within “3 months”.  

 
  3.2 Furthermore, he alleges that the second respondent failed to pay his 

 contributions over to the first respondent.   
 

4.  The first respondent’s response 
 

4.1 The principal officer of the first respondent, Mr M N Ntsewa, responded on 
behalf of the first respondent and contends that regarding the non-payment 
of the first respondent’s contributions the second respondent should be 
answerable. He further contends that the first respondent is in arrears with 
its contributions in the amount of R1 000 000.00 and that the second 
respondent has been reported to the FSB. Furthermore, the first respondent 
contends that the second respondent ceased to be a member of LimDev 
and that therefore its employees could no longer be members of the first 
respondent. He says that it was due to this background that a decision was 
taken to partially liquidate that part of the first respondent in respect of 
which the second respondent participated. But while the third respondent 
has identified the first respondent’s liquidator, the second respondent 
refuses to have the first respondent partially liquidated and this has caused 
delays is liquidating the first respondent.  

 
5.  The second respondent’s response 

 
  5.1 The second respondent confirmed that the complainant has been a 

 member of the first respondent from July 1992 until October 2003. The 
 second respondent contends that it has been experiencing financial 
 difficulties as it is no longer in receipt of the government grant. It is in 
 arrears as it could not pay the first respondent’s contributions. It says the 
 last contributions paid by it to the first respondent was in November 2002. 
 However, it contends that it has been promised grants by the MEC for the 
 Department of Economic Development Tourism and Environmental 
 Affairs. Thus, once the grants are received it would pay the outstanding 
 contributions so that the first respondent can start paying the 
 complainant’s withdrawal benefit.    

 
5.2 It contends that as a result of it not being able to contribute to the first 

respondent the third respondent ceased paying withdrawal benefits to the 
members and this has affected the complainant.   

 
 

    
6.  The third respondent’s response   
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       6.1  The response was submitted by the third respondent on behalf of the  first 

respondent. It raises a point in limine that this office lacks jurisdiction  to 
investigate complaints against liquidated funds.  

 
  6.2  Regarding the complaint it contends that the second respondent 

 terminated membership in the first respondent in January 2000 and says, 
 therefore, a “partial dissolution” should have been instituted. It further says 
 despite the cessation of the second respondent’s membership in the first 
 respondent it continued to contribute until March 2002. Furthermore, it 
 contends that the Financial Services Board (“the FSB”) confirmed to it (the 
 first respondent) that a partial dissolution of the first respondent must take 
 place as at the date of last contributions (March 2002).  

 
  6.3 The third respondent further contends that after it was notified by the FSB 

 that the first respondent should be partially dissolved it provided a 
 quotation to the first respondent. The quotation pertained to the cost of 
 dissolving the first respondent. However, the third respondent submits that 
 the first respondent delayed approving the quotation to date hence the 
 delay in dissolving the first respondent.  

 
  6.4 Regarding the failure of the second respondent to pay the complainant’s 

 contributions to the first respondent it contends that it cannot respond as 
 the second respondent would be the best party to respond to such 
 allegations.  

 
   
 
 7.  Determination and reasons therefor   
 
  7.1  Point in limine  
 
   7.1.1 Jurisdiction  
 
  The second respondent’s point in limine must be disposed of before I may 

determine the merits of the matter. The Respondent alleges that this office 
lacks jurisdiction to investigate and adjudicate this matter since it contends 
that the first respondent was liquidated before the complaint was received 
by this office. There is no provision in the first respondent’s rules for the 
circumstances and manner under which such termination or dissolution can 
be done. However, section 28 of the Act deals with the termination or 
dissolution of a fund whether wholly or part thereof. The circumstances and 
manner under which such termination or dissolution can be done should be 
specified in the rules. Furthermore, subsection 2 provides:  

 
“A liquidator shall be appointed in the manner directed by the rules, or, if the 
rules do not contain directions as to such appointment, by the board, but 
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such appointment shall be subject to the approval of the registrar, and the 
period of liquidation shall be deemed to commence as from the date of such 
approval.”    

 
7.1.2 In all the documentary evidence provided before me by the respondents 

there is no evidence that application for the partial dissolution of the first 
respondent was ever applied for to the registrar. Therefore, in terms of 
section 28 of the Act the registrar has not approved the appointment of a 
liquidator whereupon the period of liquidation would have been deemed to 
have commenced from the date of such approval. In the circumstances 
that a liquidator has not been appointed the first respondent exists in law. 
Thus, the point in limine is dismissed.  

 
8. Claim for contributions  

 
 8.1 The second respondent confirmed that the complainant has been a member of 

the first respondent from July 1992 until October 2003. It also confirmed that it 
last contributed to the first respondent in November 2002 and the complainant 
only exited the first respondent in October 2003. However, the third respondent 
contends that the second respondent “terminated” membership in the first 
respondent in January 2000 but continued contributing until March 2002. On 19 
May 2006 the third respondent confirmed that the second respondent’s last 
contributions were received by the first respondent in March 2002.   

 
8.2 Rule 7.1 provides: 

 
   “Termination of service 
 

  If a Member’s service with the employer is terminated before the normal retirement date 
(whether voluntarily by the member or as a result of retrenchment, redundancy, dismissal 
or any other reason), and he/she is then not entitled to retirement benefits from the Fund, 
he/she may exercise one of the following options: 

 
  Cash benefit: 
 

(a) The Member may choose that a cash benefit equal to the Member Share be paid to 
him/her. 

 
  Transfer to another fund: 
 

(b) …” 

8.3 Upon the complainant’s exit from the first respondent  should have paid him 
benefits in terms of rule 7.1. However, the second respondent argues that the 
first respondent is refusing to pay the complainant’s withdrawal benefit because 
it last contributed to the first respondent in November 2002.   

 
8.4 In all the documentary evidence furnished by the first respondent and by the 

second respondent, it has become clear that the second respondent failed to pay 
over to the first respondent contributions as it is required by section 13A of the 
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Act. Such failure is a punishable offence in terms of section 37.  
 

8.5 Section 13A provides: 
 

“(1) Notwithstanding any provision in the rules of a registered fund to the contrary, the 
employer of any member of such a fund shall pay the following to the fund in full, 
namely- 

 
(a) any contribution, which in terms of the rules of the fund, is to be deducted from the 

member’s remuneration; and 
(b) any contribution in terms of which the employer is liable in terms of those rules. 
(2) … 
 
(3) (a)  Any contribution to a fund in terms of its rules, whether it be a contribution 

contemplated in subsection (1), a contribution for the payment of which a member of 
the fund is responsible personally, or a contribution to be paid on a member’s behalf 
–   

 
(i)  shall be transmitted directly into the fund’s account …, not later than seven days after 

the end of the month for which such a contribution is payable; or 
 
(ii) shall be forwarded directly to the fund in such a manner as to have the fund 

receive the contribution not later than seven days after the end of that month;” 
 

8.6  The second respondent in its response confirmed that it has failed to transmit 
contributions to the first respondent as stipulated in the Act. It should have 
transmitted such contributions within the prescribed period and as it failed to do 
so, interest at the usury rate is payable. Section 13A(7) provides:  

 
 “Interest at a rate as prescribed from time to time by the Minister by notice in the Gazette 

shall be payable on- 
 

(a) the amount of any contribution not transmitted into the fund’s bank account before 
the expiration of the period prescribed therefor by subsection (3) (a) (i); 

(b)  the amount of any contribution not received- 
 

(i) by a fund before the expiration of the period prescribed therefor by 
subsection (3) (a) (ii); or  

(ii) in the circumstances contemplated in subsection (3) (a) (iii), by the 
insurer concerned before the expiration of the period prescribed therefor 
by that subsection; 

 
(c) …” 

 
8.7  In terms of rule 4.1(1) of the first respondent’s rules the complainant’s monthly 

ontribution rate in the first respondent is 7.5% of his monthly remuneration and 
the second respondent’s monthly contribution rate is 16.74% of the total 
remuneration of all the members who have to contribute to the first respondent 
less the second respondent’s percentage of contributions that are payable to the 
first life assurance scheme and in respect of the disability income insurance.  

 
8.8 In terms of rule 7.1 as the complainant terminated his services with the second 
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respondent, the first respondent became liable to pay the complainant a 
withdrawal benefit which comprises a “cash benefit”. In a defined contribution 
fund, the fund cannot be held liable to pay the complainant full withdrawal benefit 
if it does not receive contributions on his behalf. On its own version of the facts, 
the second respondent is in arrears in its contributions since March 2002 until the 
complainant withdrew from it in October 2003. To the extent that the fund does 
not hold sufficient cash benefits on the complainant’s behalf he is entitled to 
recover the loss of his benefits from the second respondent (see Orion Money 
Purchase Pension Fund (SA) v Pension Funds Adjudicator and Others [2002] 9 
BPLR 3830 (C) at 3839F-G).  It is evident that where the second respondent has 
failed to make the necessary contributions the complainant is entitled to the 
benefit which he would have ordinarily received had the second respondent not 
breached its duty to contribute timeously.   

 
8.9   Given the circumstances of this case, the appropriate order is to order the first 

respondent to pay the complainant’s withdrawal benefit to the extent that it is 
funded and for the second respondent to pay the shortfall of the withdrawal 
benefit together with the first respondent’s interest thereon and any other benefits 
to which the complainant would have been entitled had the contributions been 
paid by the second respondent timeously to the first respondent.   

 
9.  Relief 

 
  9.1  In the result, I make the following order:  

 
 

  9.1.1 The first respondent is hereby ordered to calculate the total sum of all 
outstanding contributions due by the second respondent, in respect of 
this complainant for the months December 2002 to October 2003 and 
forward same to the complainant, this office and to the second 
respondent within two weeks of this determination . 

 
9.1.2 The first respondent is hereby ordered to compute the value of the 

complainant’s withdrawal benefit that the complainant would have 
been entitled to had the second respondent timeously made the 
pension contributions due in terms of the rules, less any deductions 
authorized in terms of the Act and forward same to the complainant, 
this office and to the second respondent, within two weeks of the 
date of this determination. 

 
9.1.3   The first respondent is ordered further to pay the portion of the 

  complainant’s benefit to the extent that it is currently funded, within 
  two weeks of the date of this determination. 

 
9.1.4  The second respondent is directed to pay the complainant the 

benefit computed in terms of paragraph [9.1.2] less any amounts 
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paid in terms of paragraph [9.1.3] above, within within one week of 
receiving the calculations from the first respondent, together with 
interest thereon calculated at 15.5% per annum from 1 December 
2003 until date of payment. 

 
 

SIGNED IN JOHANNESBURG ON THIS        DAY OF                              2007 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Yours faithfully  

 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
MAMODUPI MOHLALA 
PENSION FUNDS ADJUDICATOR 
 
 


